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The FLOURISH Final Results 
 

The FLOURISH Organisational Innovation Coach Profile for 

SMEs describes the importance of coaching for the development of 

innovation at SMEs, determines who the innovation coach is, defines the 

tasks and responsibilities of the innovation coach and the respective 

knowledge, skills and competences an innovation coach should have. The 

content of the Brochure is based on the results of 28 in-depth interviews 

with matter experts in Bulgaria, Hungary, Lithuania, Portugal and Poland. 

The FLOURISH Curriculum describes in detail the overall course design 

for training of Organisational Innovation Coaches for SMEs, including 

training sessions, session objectives and intended learning outcomes, class 

layout, procedures and timings. The FLOURISH course consists of 3 

modules:  

Module 1: Diagnosis 

Module 2: Training the Facilitators  

Module 3: Organisational Forum  

The course follows the six steps of the organizational intervention model 
developed by APGICO: 

 
The overall duration of the course is 70 hours, 35 hours distributed in 9 face-

to-face sessions, and 35 hours planned as individual work between the 
sessions.  

The FLOURISH Manual for Learners is a supporting document for the 

FLOURISH Course, detailing the concepts and terms used in the course, the 

content of each module, proposing activities and structuring ways of 

knowledge evaluation. Objectives, training tips, learning outcomes, and 

suggested time management are included in each module. 

The FLOURISH Educational Video serves the purpose of refresher 

training, aimed at recalling and reinforcing the knowledge and skills acquired 
during the FLOURISH training course. The video allows trainees to reflect on 
their skills and competencies even in the absence of practice. The video is 

available with subtitles in 13 languages (EN, BG, PL, HU, PT, LT, DE, FI, ES, 
HR, RU, RS, UA) on the project website and in the project YouTube channel. 



MULTIPLIER EVENTS THROUGH EUROPE 

 

The FLOURISH Guide for VET Providers is a focused methodological 

document aimed at supporting VET providers in the process of using the 

innovative training content developed under the FLOURISH project as part of 

the training services offered. The Guide explains in detail the training 

approach, provides an overview of all FLOURISH training modules and 

practical tips on the implementation of some of the exercises. 

The FLOURISH Compendium of Good Practices presents 23 good and 

proven examples for organisational innovation in SMEs of various industries, 

sizes and age, which can be used as a source of inspiration for SMEs and as 

examples during the FLOURISH training. The collected practices led to 

positive and sustainable results for the companies implementing them and 

the successful experience can be transferred to other organizations and 

contexts.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FLOURISH Multiplier events took place in each partner country in September-October 2020 in order 
to present the project and its results to the target groups and wider public.   

Portugal 

 
Date: 29 October 2020 

Venue: online 
Number of participant: 71 
Profile of participants: specialists, partners, innovative companies, 

other interested parties 
 

The event offered a space for reflection where participants could share 

knowledge, experiences, methodological and training approaches on 
organizational innovation. They expressed great interest. The event is 
considered a real success, where a relevant and enlightening dialogue on 

issues of organizational innovation took place. The audience manifested 
interest in the project's outputs and intentions for its future use occurred. 

 

Project website 
www.flourishproject.eu  

FLOURISH YouTube Channel 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdxTsIIqYBuAvsm46PenU7A  

FLOURISH Facebook 
https://www.facebook.com/flourishprojecteu/  

 

Project LinkedIn Group 
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12252446/  

http://www.flourishproject.eu
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdxTsIIqYBuAvsm46PenU7A
https://www.facebook.com/flourishprojecteu/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12252446/
http://www.flourishproject.eu/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdxTsIIqYBuAvsm46PenU7A
https://www.facebook.com/flourishprojecteu/
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/12252446/


 

Lithuania 
 

 
Date: 16 October 2020 

Venue: Kaunas Science and Technology Park, 

Santaka Valley 
Number of participant: 76 
Profile of participants: TECH and IT start-ups, 

VET organizations, freelancers, B to B and B to C 
companies (sales companies), Technology 

university 
 
The event was a great success based on the 

feedback of participants. They felt that the topic 
of Organisation Innovation was interesting and 

the content was really actual and applicable to 
practice. From their opinion, the most interesting 
and attractive was the „Flourish curriculum course 

and manual for learners“, the good practices and the workshop in the afternoon with the professional 
coach and key note speaker, Mr. Mindaugas Jasiunas. The participants that attended the event felt very 
great for having a productive time as they heard how organizational innovation could lead to better results 

and changes in the company. The coach creatively applied the APGICO method and several others 
creative problem solving methods and showed how to apply them in practice with a certain business case. 
Many participants were interested in the possibility to train their inner managers to become the innovation 
facilitators based on the Apgico methodology. 

 

Bulgaria 

Date: 15 and 20 October 2020 

Venue: Hotel “Grami” and “Sofia Hotel Balkan” 
Number of participant: more than 115 

Profile of participants: SME managers and employees, representatives of training and career centers, 
managers of companies from various economic sectors, HR managers, employees of companies with 

experience in implementing European projects, one municipality (Stara Zagora), several VET providers and 
academies, youth/student organizations and other stakeholders 

 
The first event was organized within the frames of Erasmus+ days 2020 initiative. At the end of the 

event there was a networking cocktail which allowed for meeting in person with the participants and 
discussing potential future use of the results, possible continutation of the project and collaboration 

between organizations.  
At the 2nd event, the FLOURISH final conference, there was a special guest: Ms. Vasya Arsenova, 
Secretary General of the Human Resource Development Centre, Erasmus+ National Agency in Bulgaria. 

Moreover, Mr Alexander Balabanov, author, lecturer and corporate trainer at Dynamix Lab. performed an 
interactive lecture on the topic “Innovation approaches applied by the organizations”. Concepts such as 



evolutionary and revolutionary innovation were presented; the importance of creating meaningful value 
by the organization was stressed and a discussion on the innovation paradox was initiated. The practical 
seminar was organized in the form of interactive team exercises, closely connected to the skills and 

competences developed by the FLOURISH course and especially linked to Module 2 – Training the 
facilitators. 

 

Poland 
 

Date: 29 October 2020 
Venue: online 

Number of participant: 52 
Profile of participants: vocational 
agencies (private and public ones), 
primary and secondary schools - 

vocational counsellors, students, 
voivodeship and poviat labor offices, sme, 
self-government teachers training centres, 

regional centres for social policy, human 
resources departments etc. 
 

Participants were satisfied with the topic 
of the conducted event, they found it interesting and helpful. The expertise and knowledge of the 
lecturer were highlighted. 

 

Hungary 

 
Date: 7 September and 29 October 2020 
Venue: online and the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Pécs-Baranya  

Number of participant: 68 
Profile of participants: regional offices of the Enterprise Europe Network in Hungary, chambers of 
commerce and industry from national and county level, entrepreneurs, universities and other VET 

providers 
 

 
The first conference was originally planned to be a face-to-face event, however due to the pandemic 
situation it was transferred to the virtual space. Keynote speakers were invited, who addressed the 

central topic of organizational innovation from different points of views, such as responsible innovation 
and utilization of collective knowledge for innovation purposes. Participants enjoyed the event and were 
satisfied with its content. They highlighted that the results can be successfully applied by almost any 

company independently from its sector and that the newly acquired knowledge can be exploited in 
practice. 
During the 2nd event, the project team and the participants explored the possibilities for future 

utilization of the FLOURISH project’s results and already arrived to exciting cooperation ideas within the 
domain of organizational innovation, such as organizing a FLOURISH training for both the regional 
chamber of commerce and industry and the employees of the Institute of Transdisciplinary Discoveries 

of the University of Pécs; and presenting the project results at an Annual Innovation Conference of the 
University of Pécs. 

 



 

National networks created  
 

Project partners have created valuable networks during the implementation of the project.  

AidLearn (Portugal) has deepened and consolidated the cooperation with CTP and Biosphere-Portugal 

who expressed their will to recommend and integrate the FLOURISH products during their courses. 
Moreover, they started a new collaboration with the University of Aveiro.  In this way AidLearn has 

broadened and deepened its work in the field of tourism, a sector of strategic importance for the 
Portuguese economy. 

APGICO (Portugal) created a network with a few Portuguese companies and a university in the 

Algarve, Lisbon and North of Portugal. In some of the companies they applied the FLOURISH training 
program and collected success stories from. Some teachers from the University of Algarve expressed 

interest in continuing the use of the training model. Furthermore, APGICO developed several scientific 
papers and a book related to the FLOURISH project. One of the articles was presented in a scientific 
seminar, too.  

Kaunas STP (Lithuania) established closer relationship with its start-up community (more than 100 
hundred companies in house). They established and refreshed the network with the VET institutions. At 
the project multiplier event the contacts with the public and private business organizations were 

established and refreshed. During the multiplier event the contact with a professional and well know 
training and coach company Triple O was established. This means there will be some further 
collaboration in the future. 

 
ECQ (Bulgaria) has created several networks during the project implementation. Some of the 
organisations which met during the pilot course have already started cooperating with each other on 

other occasions. At the project multiplier the representative of the board of Directors of “Association 
Club 9000” (an NGO dealing with the harmonization of the activities related to the Quality Management 
in the Bulgarian organizations with the internationally accepted practices embedded in the International 

Standards) expressed interest to build synergy with the achieved project results. During the project final 
conference contacts were made with experts from Vratsa Chamber of Commerce and Industry and a 
VET centre, too.   

 
CSMKIK (Hungary) strengthened its already existing relations with micro enterprises and SMEs, 
regional chambers of commerce and industry, EEN regional offices, the University of Szeged and several 

VET providers. Moreover, it has also reached SMEs and the University of Pécs, with whom it was not in 
contact so far. The latter has even expressed its interest to take part in FLOURISH training and invited 
CSMKIK to its annual conferences dealing with innovation. 

 
During the implementation of the FLOURISH project SAN (Poland) established contact with 5 
companies – from the field of training and consultation, work and business psychology, men clothes 

production and retail, private psychological and pedagogical counselling centre and a  computers graphic 
studio. They will spread out info about the project on Polish Vocational Counsellors Assocation website 
and FB that is interested in co-opertation and will use and promote the materials elaborated within a 

project. 
 



 
 

We already discussed the potential future utilisation possibilities of the project results 
with stakeholders and multiplier agents on national level and received several expressions 

of interest including invitation to annual conferences dealing with innovation (…) 
          -CSMKIK, Hungary 

 

 

The project ended but its exploitation has just begun 
 

As of October 31st, the FLOURISH Project has 

officially ended. This means all its outputs have been 
finalised. However, as is true for any European 

project, this means the project’s exploitation has 
started.  

We asked all the partners about how they planned to 

implement/use the project’s results after the project 
was completed and the truth was, that after the 
successful pilot actions and multiplier events, the 

partners have stated that there is great interest in 
using the outputs developed within the project in 
their organisations’ respective training offer. These 

are a few of the statements from the project 
partners in regards to that: 

 “After the project end, CSMKIK plans to 
organise FLOURISH trainings once the 

pandemic situation allows, as there is a great 
interest toward the topic from the actors of 
the business sphere. (…)Through the Training 

Department of our Chamber, we aim to reach 
educational institutions via targeted 
dissemination, organise F2F meetings to 

discuss the possibilities for the integration of 
FLOURISH products to their portfolio. (…) In 
frames of the Enterprise Europe Network 
services the Chamber conducts innovation 

assessments of SMEs as part of the INNOHUN 
H2020 project. During these assessments also 
the organisational innovation is analysed, so 

when an SME’s score for organisational 
innovation is lower, we have the opportunity 
to recommend the FLOURISH outputs for 

enhancing this area. We already discussed 
the potential future utilisation possibilities of 
the project results with stakeholders and 

multiplier agents on national level and 
received several expressions of interest 
including invitation to annual conferences 

dealing with innovation, expressed intent 
from different educational institutions and 
business development organisations to take 

part at the FLOURISH training etc.”  

 “APGICO intends to apply the Flourish IOs and 

namely the Curriculum, Manual, Guide for VET 
providers and videos, in training facilitators or 
innovation coaches, in companies, in order to 

prepare managers to organise several fora to 
define projects that will be implemented by 
the co-workers. Additionally, before the 

pandemic, APGICO started a project with 
MANVIA, a company of maintenance and 
exploitation of facilities and construction, 

operating in Portugal, with the objective of 
training facilitators for organisational 
innovation. This means this project follows in 

the footsteps of FLOURISH and will make use 
of the IOs created in it.We intend to pursue 
working with national companies to help 

transforming organisations into a more 
project-based design. As the co-workers get 
involved in projects, alongside with their usual 

activity, the company will become more 
innovative.” 

 

 “AidLearn has a training offer, therefore the 

results of the FLOURISH project will be 
integrated into the training offer of the 
company. Additionally, the Compendium of 

Good Practices collected during the FLOURISH 
project has been remarkably useful as some 
of those practices are connected to Industry 

4.0 which is the topic of another project 
(CHAIN) in which AidLearn is a partner 
organisation. In fact, as of this moment, 

AidLearn is currently working on creating a 
presentation of an academic article we are 
writing which is a qualitative coding of the 

cases collected for FLOURISH whilst 
considering the CHAIN rationale. This 
presentation will be done in the CHAIN 

Multiplier Event to be conducted online in 
November. The article itself is expected to be 
published in 2021.” 
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 “Kaunas STP is a business incubator who has 

plans to apply the new learnt methods 
(Organisational innovations, Good practices, 
Creative problem solving using the APGICO 

method) in the consultations with the start-
ups and tech-profile enterprises. Kaunas STP 
has 4 innovation and entrepreneurship 

experts who are regularly consulting the 
start-ups in business development topics and 
applies different methods in coaching. Kaunas 

STP has more than 100 innovative start-ups 
and mature tech-profile enterprises and the 
plan is to use the coaching methods from the 

Apgico methodology in practice during daily/ 
weekly/monthly business consultations.” 

 

 “ECQ will provide all necessary institutional 
support in order to distribute the FLOURISH 
project results among enterprises and 

interested stakeholders. To this aim ECQ will: 
publish the FLOURISH Course Curriculum and 
Manual for Learners on its website (www.ecq-

bg.com); put a reference to the project 

results in its corporate presentation; include 
the project intellectual outputs as e reference 
for additional reading in future training 
materials developed by ECQ; and distribute 

FLOURISH USB packs among partners in 
ECQ’s network.” 

 

 

 All project results can be used as teaching 

materials in the education process in fields 
such as management, business psychology, 
pedagogy, and sociology in undergraduate and 

graduate studies materials and can also enrich 
the business-related postgraduate programs of 
SAN. SAN will share the FLOURISH materials 

with other international organizations with 
which it cooperates such as Clark University in 
the USA, which has branches in other 

European countries. The materials can be 
presented to educators from cooperating 
departments.” 

 

 

 
Crosslinking with other projects/platforms/associations 

 

As a way to further disseminate the project, it was to be crosslinked with other projects, platforms, 

and/or associations. Thus, the FLOURISH project was linked with: 

 EventsPro platform; 

 MyPR platform; 

 ARIALE; 

 QualiTour;  

 CREATE; 

 InnoWork;  

 E.N.T.E.R network - The European Network for the Transfer and 

Exploitation of EU Project Results;  

 Erasmus Days European platform; 

 INNOTAL;  

 My Europa Platform - European Projects Intelligence System; 

 Regional Inspectorate of Education – Vidin;  

 EU project dissemination platform; 

 SoftAware project;  

 ProHear project; 

 AHEAD; 

 and EAQOM Association. 

http://www.ecq-bg.com/
http://www.ecq-bg.com/
http://eventspro.bg/sabitie/pilotno-obuchenie-vavejdane-na-organizatsionni-inovatsii-chrez-kouching-podhod/
https://www.mypr.bg/news/others/FLOURISH-OChAKVAYTE-SKORO-BEZPLATNO-PILOTNO-OBUChENIE-ZA-KOUChING-PO-INOVATsII-ZA-MSP-25065/
http://www.ariale.eu/index.php?t=1300
http://qualitour.eu/index.php?t=7
http://icreate-project.eu/index.php?t=88
http://innowork-project.eu/index.php?t=189
https://www.enter-network.eu/project/flourish/
https://www.enter-network.eu/project/flourish/
https://www.erasmusdays.eu/event/facilitating-organisational-innovation-%d1%83%d0%bb%d0%b5%d1%81%d0%bd%d1%8f%d0%b2%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b5-%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d0%be%d1%80%d0%b3%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b8%d0%b7%d0%b0%d1%86%d0%b8%d0%be%d0%bd%d0%bd%d0%b8/
http://innotal.unwe.bg/bart/final-results-of-the-flourish-project
http://my-europa.eu/
http://rio-vidin.org/2020/10/12/%d0%bf%d0%be%d0%ba%d0%b0%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d0%b7%d0%b0-%d0%b7%d0%b0%d0%ba%d0%bb%d1%8e%d1%87%d0%b8%d1%82%d0%b5%d0%bb%d0%bd%d0%b0-%d0%ba%d0%be%d0%bd%d1%84%d0%b5%d1%80%d0%b5%d0%bd%d1%86%d0%b8%d1%8f-%d0%bf/
http://www.euprojectdissemination.com/ViewProject.aspx
http://softaware-project.eu/overview-2/cross-linked-projects/
http://prohear.eu/Article/Details/58
https://ahead-project.net/Article/Details/64
https://eaqom.eu/2020/10/30/25762/


 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

FLOURISH project (No: 2018-1-BG01-KA202-048014) has been 

funded with support from the European Commission. This 

communication reflects the views only of the author, and the 

Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may 

be made of the information contained therein. 
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Csongrad County 

 

Hungary 

 
Portugal 

Kauno mokslo ir 

 

www.kaunomtp.lt 

Creativity and Innovation 

www.apgico.pt 

Nauk, Poland 

www.san.edu.pl 

 

Quality Ltd, Bulgaria 

www.ecq-bg.com 

http://www.csmkik.hu/
http://www.kaunomtp.lt/
http://www.apgico.pt/
http://www.san.edu.pl/
http://www.ecq-bg.com/

